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In mental health trials there is concern that the control
treatment (therapy) might be contaminated due to it
being delivered by a clinician (therapist) who has been
trained in the active intervention or has been in contact
with a professional who has received this training. It is
often suggested by investigators, reviewers or funders of
clinical trial proposals that cluster randomisation, with
clusters defined at the level at which treatment contami-
nation occurs (e.g. therapists), should be used to prevent
contamination.
The overall aim of the research is to investigate

whether it is more efficient to avoid contamination
through the use of cluster randomisation or to use indi-
vidual randomisation and account for it in the analysis.
The prediction is that cluster randomisation will only be
favoured under high levels of contamination, modest
intraclass correlation coefficients and small cluster sizes.
A systematic literature review is being conducted to

assess the processes by which contamination occurs in
mental health trials, for example crossover of clinical
staff between trial arms or communication between staff
trained in the new and old interventions. The review is
also identifying the approaches (apart from cluster ran-
domisation) that trialists use to address this problem.
The final purpose of the review is to obtain estimates of
parameters that would be needed to simulate a cluster
randomized trial or a contamination process.
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